
GRW PROJECT 

TRAINING
INNOVATIVE TRAINING FOR CULTURE GROWTH 

With the difficulties of the past year this 4 day training program will  take participants

through how to collect, analyze, and use culture data in order to build success in

those they serve. 

Collecting  Culture

Data

Organizing and

Analyzing

Implementing Cultural

Change
We take you through the

basics of building data

collection methods that

work for your group. 

We then work alongside

you to train most effective

ways to store and use the

data you've collected.

Once the data collection

and organization training

is complete, we teach how

to thread the findings

throughout the

organization

Cutting edge training!
Nobody else is providing training that is this comprehensive and impactful for businesses of

all sizes. After completing this training a certificate of completion is provided.

www.boostinnovation.io             403 392 7047         ken@boostinnovation.io
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About Boost
Innovation's
Culture
Analytics
Training

First: Train the basic concepts of
analyzing culture and the
scientific basis needed to help
make it successful. 
Second: Collect data on the
workplace culture itself through
out proprietary methods. 
Third: Build comprehension and
capacity to recreate that
process so the client can do it
independently in the future. 

This training is designed to take the
learner through three stages:

Big scale training,
better education, 
serious culture change.

Course
Objectives

Participants will understand the concepts of
analyzing human behaviour in their
organization.
Participants will begin to develop the
capacity to build analytics processes for their
own culture in their organization. 
The organization will observe and learn the
advanced cultural analytics methods that are
possible using algorithms and technology.
All participants will gain the understanding of
the skills and methods that allow for action
based on cultural analytics. 

Course Structure

The course is designed to be delivered in 3, 5,
and 7 day formats (depending on hours
available.

The course can be delivered online/in flex
delivery/in person depending on current
restrictions.

The most common design is to train for 4 days
at 8 hours/day. This format can be scheduled
to suit client needs.. 

24 hours of training, application, and learning
time is needed to obtain this certificate. No
certificate is awarded without full attendance. 



Learning Module Breakdown

Module 1: Approaching Learning & Growth Mindset (4 hours)

This module is focused on learning how to learn and grow. We deliver the science behind
some of the core perspectives in learning such as Sir Ken Robinson, Dr.Carol Dweck, Brené
Brown, and many more so that participants understand the basics needed to implement and
interpret effective culture analytics.

Module 2: Understanding Analytics In A Group Setting (4 Hours)

In this module participants will be introduced to the proprietary methods of Boost Innovation
and how they contribute to overall learning, growth, and culture. We will discuss and build
concepts of how to observe group behaviour in order to build data-based outcomes that
improve our group in ways that we can actually implement. 

Module 3: Data Collection Observation and Shadowing (4 Hours)

In this module Boost Innovation will conduct a live data collection session with participants in
order to demonstrate and collaborate on the aspects of culture analytics that are most
important. 

Module 4: Data Analysis, Presentation, and Application (4 Hours)

Module 4 is focused on the basics of data analysis using Microsoft Excel, Oracle, and other
basic tools that are able to be implemented in a variety of ways. Once we have taught how to
store and structure your own data, we will share our best practices in how to present and apply
the results that we get from that data. 

Module 5: Teaching and Sharing Cultural Analytics (4 Hours)

Here we focus on the pedagogy of coaching and teaching in order to develop the skills
necessary in order to share the data with all stakeholders in a way that produces actionable
results. 

Module 6: Troubleshooting, Growth, and Understanding (4 Hours)

This module's goal is to find the friction points in earlier learning and develop the tools used in
the gold standard 6 Dimensions of Culture by Geert Hofstede in order to prevent plateau and
sticking points in the future. 
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The Details
You Need

How do you get certified in
Cultural Analytics from Boost
Innovation?

Minimum Requirements

Every attendee must complete all 24
hours unless otherwise exempt due to
extraordinary circumstances (illness,
family catastrophe, mental health needs,
etc) as documented by a professional. 

Comprehension of Learning

Every module has an associated
comprehension of learning assignment
attached. This equals out to six
assignments that are either essay
question or multiple choice based in
order to demonstrate comprehension. 

Instructors

All courses are delivered by the Boost
Innovation team. The primary instructors
will be Ken King (Founder & CEO), Alexis
Garcis (Director of Operations), and
Bogdan Motoc (Director of Analytics and
Technology). 

Secondary instructors include Dr.Kendra
Coates, acclaimed Author Matthew
Dicks, and Calgary Business Professional
David Horn. 

Course Cost

This course costs $4,000/participant
with group rates and discounts
available for youth sport organizations
and small businesses.

Course Capacity

This course is always limited to 15
participants in order to maintain strong
instructor:learner ratios.

Course Modifications and Adaptations

All of the courses offered by Boost
Innovation have been adapted for in
person, online, and flexible delivery due
to the events surrounding the COVID19
pandemic

All courses are inclusive and able to be
offered to learners of all ability levels.
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Understand, 
build, 
analyze, 
and grow
using your own
data.


